EASY
PRODUCT
INSPECTION
WITH RFID
TECHNOLOGY.
Identification. Transmitting. Administration.

TESTED SAFETY
FOR PEOPLE AND MATERIAL.
PREPARE YOUR COMPANY TODAY FOR
TOMORROW’S CHALLENGES.
The better the safety of your equipment, the better your employees are protected.
And the more secure the loads you move every day. That’s why it only makes sense
that more and more countries are legally stipulating the testing of safety-related
equipment. This also applies to the permanent identification of equipment as well as
the documentation and administration of test data.
Those who want to fulfil their duties in a legally compliant manner often face great
challenges. The time, personnel and costs involved in the testing process are immense.
At least if it’s carried out in the conventional way. Documentation in particular ties up
huge resources on a daily basis. Legally compliant documentation can be decisive for
you, for example, in the event of an obligation to provide evidence.
Now you can establish legal certainty with significantly less effort and expenditure.
The solution: the RUD BLUE-ID SYSTEM.

DOING IT RIGHT. LEGALLY.
Documented equipment inspections are already mandatory
in many countries. In Germany, the occupational safety decree
f.e. asks for a number of requirements on the scope of testing
and documentation (BetrSichV § 17): System or plant
recognition, test date, type of test, test basis, scope of test,
effectiveness and function of the protective measures taken,
test results as well as the deadline for the next periodic test.
Similar legal requirements also exist in many other countries.

FITTED AS STANDARD IN DEFINED
RUD PRODUCTS. CAN BE RETROFITTED
FOR MANY OTHER PRODUCTS.
If you see this symbol next to the image of a RUD product,
you’ll know that an RFID transponder has been fitted.
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ON THE SAFE SIDE.
RFID TECHNOLOGY: SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT INSPECTING.
From RFID transponders and readers to documentation and administration software:
With the RUD BLUE-ID SYSTEM, we offer you a convenient overall solution for the
inspection of your equipment, which will noticeably reduce your workload on a daily
base while saving you costs.
Wireless transmission via the RFID transponder makes product identification more
convenient than ever. With our reader and software solution, documentation and
administration become also extremely easy. With a single click, all RUD components
equipped with RFID tags can be identified contact- and error free and will be transferred directly to a software or app for further processing of the inspection data. It
can’t be more convenient and secure. Your entire inspection process becomes easier,
faster and more reliable. This saves you more time for your core business.
And best of all, the RFID transponder is already integrated as standard in defined
product groups. This is only offered by RUD.

THE RUD BLUE-ID SYSTEM.
Lower inspection costs, less time and personnel efforts.
More process and legal security (avoidance of errors).
	Factory-preassigned product information is readable simply,
contactless and quick.
	Clear labelling and identification of products with RFID technology.
	Offline testing possible without Internet access.
	Easiest documentation and administration of test data with the
cloud-based AYE-D.NET software solution.
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THE RUD
BLUE-ID SYSTEM.
EFFICIENCY IS BLUE. AND FITTED AS STANDARD.
Unique worldwide: In defined RUD products, RUD ID-POINT® RFID transponders
are serially embedded with a unique 16 character identification number. In this way,

EVERYTHING FROM
A SINGLE SOURCE.
WITH JUST ONE CLICK, PRODUCT DATA ARE DISPLAYED
IMMEDIATELY AND ON SITE VIA RUD.COM OR THE AYE-D.NET APP
(DESIGNATION, WLL, INSPECTION DATA, ETC.)

the components can be identified easily, error free and legally.
Fast, simple and flexible: The RUD USB-ID READER perceives the identification
number of the RUD ID- POINT® contactless via USB or Bluetooth, and transmits it

AYE-D.NET
SOFTWARE SOLUTION

to a computer or mobile device. Either into our partner’s cloud-based AYE-D.NET

Cloud-based solution from our
partner Syfit for documentation
and maintenance
of inspection data.

software from Syfit – or in your existing standard software solution. There, the data
can be conveniently assigned to the test results. A sound and secure solution.
The extraordinary feature: By reading out the ID number via our website or with
the AYE-D.NET App, you can immediately access relevant product data such as
identification, WLL, inspection data f.e. dimensions, operating instructions, etc.

RFID TRANSPONDER
PROGRAMME
Flexible variety:
embeddable, adhesive,
hinged, or by sagging.

USB READER
For contactless
and secure reading
of the ID number.

CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC
SOLUTION
Individual, flexible
documentation and
maintenance of inspection
data with customer-specific
database, office solution
such as MS Word, MS Excel,
SAP or another programme.

LEGALLY COMPLIANT, TIME- AND COST-SAVING
PRODUCT TESTING AND TEST DOCUMENTATION.
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THE HARDWARE.

OUR RFID TRANSPONDER VARIETY.

The RUD ID-POINT ®. The press-fit.

FLEXIBLE, ADAPTABLE, RESISTANT.
RUD offers you numerous possibilities to equip components with one of our

Used as standard in defined RUD products. It impresses even in
challenging applications and ambient conditions. Can be used at
extreme temperatures, and has very high resistance to impact, water
and dirt. By the way, our solution for captive installation in steel safety
components is patented.

RFID transponders securely and durably. This allows you to label other equipment
subject to inspection with RUD transponders and integrate them into our lean
inspection and administration system.
Our RFID transponders are extremely resistant and can withstand even the toughest

The RUD ID-STICKER. The glue version.
The transponder has a diameter of 25mm x 3.5mm. It is self-adhesive
and can be securely attached to metallic or other surfaces.

environmental conditions such as extreme temperatures or chemically aggressive
substances. The passive transponders do not require power supply and are also
suitable for NFC (Near Field Communication) transmission.
The RUD ID-TAG ®. The hinge version.
Metal-reinforced, very robust hanger for chains, connecting links,
wire ropes, etc. Its special feature is that it can also be fixed by using
two bolts.

The RUD ID-LINK ®. The sagging version.
Comes as an open link and provides an integrated RUD ID-POINT ®.
For a quick identification marking of chain slings.

CREATES CONNECTIONS: THE RUD ID-USB READER.

Cost-optimised USB reading device for easy reading of the unique
ID number of the RFID transponders. The RUD ID-USB READER
is compatible with all common high-frequency transponders and
chips according to ISO 15693 and can be connected to a PC, tablet,
laptop or smartphone via an adapter. Note: the end devices must be
USB-s tandard-OTG-capable.
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THE SOFTWARE.
POWERFUL, MODULAR, EASY TO USE.

The choice is yours for the prescribed test documentation. You can
organise it with existing databases and standard programs such as
Office applications (Word, Excel ...), SAP, etc. Alternatively, together with
our software partner Syfit, we offer you the cloud-based AYE-D.NET
software tool as an SaaS solution (Software as a Service).
Developed as a combination of inspection software, administration
software and documentation software, AYE-D.NET’s state-of-the-art
architecture opens up numerous application possibilities in inspection
administration and subsequent processes.

THE SOFTWARE FEATURES.
	Easy digital maintenance, analysis, administration of product data,
test reports and documents (efficient test execution, automatic reminder
of legally required tests, automatic test reports with archiving).
	Digital link to the latest product information and documents
(e.g. test certificates).
	Offline inspection with subsequent synchronisation of data.
	Easy expandability to other operating and work equipment subject
to testing.
	Faster and easier inspection with the AYE-D.NET Mobile App for iOS
and Android.
	No time-consuming user administration.
	No separate data backup necessary.
	No software installation, no software maintenance, no hosting.
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RUD Ketten Rieger & Dietz GmbH u. Co. KG

8505306

Friedensinsel
73432 Aalen, Germany
Phone: +49 7361 504-1070
Fax: +49 7361 504-1450
Mail: sling@rud.com
www.rud.com

rud-blueID.com

